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RESERVED MEN AND AIR CREW DUTIES

In agreement with the Ministry of Labour, arrangements have now been made

whereby men in spite of being in reserved occupations, may volunteer and be

accepted for training in any category of air crew duties in the Royal Air Force,
for which they are considered suitable.

The categories now open to recruitment are pilot, navigator, bomb-aimer,

wireless-operator-air-gunner, air-gunner and flight engineer.

For the two categories of air-gunner and flight engineer men can be

considered up to their thirty-ninth birthday*

The maximum age limits in the other categories are now;

pilot up to his 31st birthday.

Navigator up to his 33rd birthday.
Bomb-aimer up to his 33rd birthday.

Wireless-operator/air-gunner up to his 33rd birthday.

This agreement with the Ministry of Labour represents the only opportunity
of its kind, for men to volunteer from reserved trades or. occupations to Join the

forces*

The types of volunteers required are physically fit men keen to undertake

flying and fighting duties, sharp-witted and intelligent* Men with mechanical

or kindred knowledge and experience are specially encouraged to take advantage of

this new opportunity.

To volunteer, a man should go to his nearest combined recruiting centre

and ascertain whether he appears to be a suitable candidate for air crew duties.

If so, he is passed to an Aviation Candidates’ 1 Selection Board. At this he

undergoes certain tests to assess his general suitability for one or other of

the categories, and then he goes before a Medical Board.

When these stages are successfully passed he is attested and, if in a

reserved occupation, the attestation officer sends his to Air

Ministry for clearance by the Ministry of Labour.

Pilots, bomb-aimers and navigators may be on deferred service for a

considerable period, so there is nc question of a man having to give up his Job

until he is formally called for active training. He would be given a fortnight’s
notice before his recall for service.

In the category of wireless-operator-air-gunner there is a deferment at

present of two or three months, but men suitable for flight engineer or air-

gunner may
be taken for immediate service. This means as soon as they can be

released from their Jobs*

It is emphasised that a man should not give up his Job, however, until he

knows that he is accepted, that the Ministry of Labour has cleared his case, and

he receives his formal call up notice.


